WEEK 15 : April 11 - April 17, 2022

MARKET OUTLOOK
National Posted Rate per mile

Transportation:

previous week’s average outbound reefer rate for each region

National Diesel Average: $5.1.44
Compared to Last Year: $3.144
National Fuel Surcharge: $0.71
Shortages: Seeing high freight rates, with
extreme shortages remain in FL & NC;
slight shortage in: CO & MI

Banana
Berries: Blackberries &
Raspberries
Broccoli
Carrots
Cauliflowers

Regional Weather Update:
Oxnard, CA: Mostly sunny with highs in the mid-60s to 70s and lows in the mid-40s to
mid-50s with partly cloudy on Monday.
Salinas, CA: Partly cloudy and sunny throughout the week with highs in the 60s to 70s
and lows in the 40s with evening showers on Monday.
Yuma, AZ: Mostly sunny with highs in the upper 70s to 90s and lows in the 50s to 60s
with partly cloudy at the end of the week.
Immokalee, FL: Partly cloudy with highs in the 90s and lows in the 60s with sunny on
Monday and Tuesday.
Idaho Falls, ID: Partly cloudy with highs in the upper 30s to high 50s and lows in the
upper teens to upper 20s with shower on Monday and Snow shower on Tuesday.

Citrus: Limes (Force Majeure),
Oranges
Corn
Grapes
Green Bell Pepper
Lettuce: Romaine
Mushrooms
Onions
Pepper Chili
Potatoes
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Apples

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
GOOD

Asparagus

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
GOOD

Avocados

SUPPLY

GOOD
QUALITY
GOOD

Apples movement has been steady. Pricing is steady. Freight costing has dropped off the
peak rates back in Dec/Jan but are currently turning back up due to increasing fuel prices.
Quality and pack out are remaining at or above expectations. The fruit coming out of CA is
doing remarkably well despite the heat they experienced the previous summer.
Projecting to have year-round supplies on Reds, Granny, Gala, Fuji, and Honeycrisp.

Asparagus is expected to get tighter as production in Caborca and San Luis coming to an
end and will be transitioning to Obregon and Peru. Production in Obregon has just started
with small volume. The transition out of Peru delays due to a strike. Expect a few weeks
gap during between the transition. Standard asparagus is prevalent, bigger sizes are
becoming very limited, especially on large.
The market was expected to strengthen around Holy Week, but the drastic jump from last week to this
week was extreme. Projections called for 63 Mil lbs. to the US for last week and we got 46 Mil lbs. This
27% reduction in overall volumes is coming at a time when crossings need to be ramping up to get ahead
of Holy Week. Next week’s projected volume is less than 25 Mil lbs. out of Mexico – Thursday and Friday
there will be no harvest, and Wednesday is expected to be light. Reduced inventories have dried up
opportunity buys and shifted demand back to the border where the industry is hand-to-mouth on
volumes. The last 2 years April was lower-priced than March, but now - even though we’re only a few days
into April, there’s no price relief in-sight and this month is likely going to continue setting records. With
Holy Week landing right when the harvest for Cinco needs to ramp up, there is no time for a market
reduction before the 2nd biggest avocado holiday of the year.

SUPPLY

Bananas

GOOD
QUALITY

Banana availability is picking up and so is the quality. The weather is improving and the
issues in Europe are increasing the supply as less fruit is being shipped there.

GOOD

Berries

SUPPLY
BAD
QUALITY
FAIR

Blackberries ALERT: Prices for Blackberries are trending up this week. Growers out of Mexico
are working through challenges with red cell. Growers are expecting tight supplies for the next
couple weeks.
Blueberries: Prices for Blueberries are trending down this week. Imports from Chili is
considered done for the season. Production out of Mexico is picking up. California, Florida, and
Georgia are in the early stages of new crop production. Look for volumes to pick up in the
weeks to come.
Raspberries ALERT: Prices for Raspberries are stable this week. Production has been hampered
by heat in Mexico. Growers are expecting tight markets for a least the next couple weeks.
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SUPPLY

Beans

GOOD
QUALITY
FAIR

Broccoli

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
GOOD

SUPPLY

Brussels Sprouts

GOOD
QUALITY
GOOD

Green Beans: Quality has improved out of Mexico and production is good. With
upcoming holiday demands, prices will remain slightly elevated as labor issues continues
to leave this item a demand exceed supply issue. Quality and production continue to be
good out East.
Snow Peas: Mexico product quality has improved, and prices are increasing. Supplies will
tighten up with the demands of Easter and grower closures in Mexico for the holiday.

Supplies continue to be limited this week. Current supplies coming from Santa Maria,
Salinas CA, and Mexico. Quality is currently reported as good. We expect for markets to
continue improving as better supplies are expected next week. (F.O.B pricing for this
week $15.50 - $17.45)

Supplies continue to be good this week. Good quality has been reported at this time.
Growers are reporting steady yields, Demand has increased this week. Markets have
gone up with the higher demand for Sprouts. (F.O.B pricing for this week $16.95 $17.45)

SUPPLY

Carrots

POOR
QUALITY

Supply is good on every size except Jumbo carrots. Shortage on jumbo is industrywide
and due to the cooler weather, that put the Imperial crop behind. Expecting the jumbos
to improve in May. Stick production is expecting to pick up in the next week.

GOOD

Cantaloupes

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY
GOOD

SUPPLY

Cauliflower

LIMITED
QUALITY
GOOD

The cantaloupe situation remains in a very short position which was not expected at this point of the
season. The reality of less overall acreage combined with tremendous challenges with obtaining equipment
from shipping lines is creating a less than desirable perfect storm. Fruit that should be coming to the east
coast is instead heading west because of container shortfalls. Getting equipment to the northeast to get the
melons closer to their destination has been nearly impossible. We anticipate these difficulties will persist at
least through Easter possibly the rest of the way. Transition to domestic supply is expected to have arrivals
through the latter part of the month of May. Quality of the cantaloupe has been outstanding with good
size, color, and internal quality. Brix levels remain consistently in the 12-14% range with a very nice flavor
profile.

Supplies continue to be limited this week. Overall quality is reported as good. Current
supplies coming from Santa Maria, and Salinas CA. We expect for markets to continue
improving as better supplies are expected next week. (F.O.B pricing for this week
$24.65 - $26.45)
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Celery

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY

Supplies have improved this week. Quality is reported as good. Markets are expected to
continue improving as supplies will be steady coming from Oxnard CA, and Santa Maria
CA. (F.O.B pricing for this week $12.15 - $14.65)

GOOD

Citrus

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
FAIR

Limes ALERT - FORCE MAJEURE: Large fruit continues to rise in cost and decrease in production,
including 110/150’s & 175’s. The price on small fruit 250/230’s remains elevated although it accounts
for approximately 60% of total yields. We highly recommend considering altering your spec during this
time from a pricing/availability standpoint. The fruit is unable to obtain appropriate sizing and yields
due to lack of rain paired with frequent harvesting to take advantage of high market costs. Our growers
predict approximately four more weeks of elevated market trends. Next week marks Holy Week in
Mexico – growers will halt packing April 13th to April 17th. There will be further supply shortages.
Demand trends will dictate the velocity of further cost shifts. During this time, please plan supply in
advance and be cognizant of frequent price changes and availability shortages.
Lemons: Due to the weather CA has experience along with a lot of rain in December, the fruit had
matured a lot quicker than anticipated. All the growers had to pick which caused a lot of lemons in
storage. Value and volume mainly on 115’s and larger. Will see market change on 140’s and smaller
towards end of month.
Oranges RADAR: Some growers have move into their late navel crop earlier than expected which will
cause the Navels season to be done at the end of May instead of June. The crop is extremely light, and
the fruit is large. Growers are holding off on picking Valencia’s for a couple weeks to try and get growth.
If the industry not picking Valencia’s, small fruit will get tight, and the market will be strong.

SUPPLY

Corn

FAIR
QUALITY
FAIR

Prices for Eastern Corn are trending down this week. Prices for Western Corn is stable.
Production is coming down on corn from Mexico. California is just starting to harvest.
Florida is still recovering from the freeze a few months ago. Georgia experienced a hard
freeze a few weeks ago. Growers are expecting tight supplies for the Memorial Day
holiday.

SUPPLY

Cucumbers

FAIR
QUALITY

Prices for Slicing Cucumbers are trending up this week. Supplies are tight for fruit from
Florida and Mexico. Growers are expecting the situation to remain the same for the next
2 weeks. Production out of Georgia and expected to start during the front end of May.

FAIR

Eggplant

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

Prices for Eggplant are trending up this week. Supplies continue to remain tight out of
Florida due to the hard freeze a few months ago. Production out of Mexico will start to
decline during the next few weeks. California is expected to start in 3 to 4 weeks.

GOOD
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SUPPLY

Grapes

SHORT
QUALITY

Weather in Chile is going perfectly for grapes and has been for a few weeks which is
increasing the supplies being imported into the US. Red Grape pricing continues to be
low with plenty of supply. Greens remain higher as fewer supplies have been shipped.

GOOD

Herbs

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY
GOOD

Honeydews

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

GOOD

Iceberg

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY
FAIR

Leaf

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY
FAIR

Cilantro: Supplies continue to be steady this week. Quality is also reported as good this
week. Most growers will be shipping out of Yuma and Mexico next week. Supplies will be
about average until we transition back to Salinas CA. ($13.00- $14.45)
Tarragon: Supplies is limited out of Mexico and will continue to be very limited due to
the upcoming holiday in Mexico. Good availability coming from Ecuador.

The honeydew situation unbelievably has gotten shorter in an almost demand exceeds
supply scenario especially on larger fruit. Honeydews have been in an overall short
position since last August with more usage being seen in the foodservice and processing
sectors. Primary sizing currently will be 6ct followed distantly by 5/5Js. Honeydew
quality from Guatemala has been very good showing a clean exterior with brix levels
being mostly in the 12-13% range.

EXTREME ALERT: Supplies have improved this week. Quality and Weights will be much
improved. Most Growers will be fully transitioned to Huron CA and Salinas CA next week.
Expect for markets to continue improving and steady supplies the next few weeks. (F.O.B
pricing for this week $14.65 - $15.95)

Romaine ALERT: Supplies have improved this week. Growers are encountering some
quality issues at field level, very light blistering, and very light epidermal peel. Romaine
and Romaine Hearts quality will only be fair next week. Growers are expecting for
supplies and markets to continue improving the next few weeks until we fully transition
to Huron Ca and Salinas CA. (Romaine pricing for this week $16.65 - $17.95) (Romaine
Hearts pricing for this week $25.95 - $26.95)
Green & Red Leaf Lettuce: Supplies continue to be steady this week. Quality has been
reported as only fair with light color and irregular sizing. Most growers will be in the
Salinas Valley next week. Expecting steady supplies and improved quality the next few
weeks. (F.O.B pricing for this week $10.45 - $12.45)
Tender Leaf: Supplies continue to be good this week. Demand is good on tender leaf;
quality is very good. Supplies should remain steady for a few weeks. (F.O.B pricing for
this week $4.65 - $4.75)
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Mushrooms

SUPPLY
SHORT
QUALITY
FAIR

Onions

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
FAIR

Shitake Mushrooms: Due to uncontrollable rise in cost of imported Shitake logs from China.
Shitake mushrooms supplies will be short, prices will be changing almost weekly. Long delays
to unload shipments at the ports have caused some interruptions with supplies. This is caused
by labor shortage and limited freight availability.
The mushroom industry continues with a shortage of labor, as well as cost inflation increases
in raw materials. Specifically corrugated cardboard and packaging materials. Additionally, the
price increases in freights nationally have greatly impacted cost to mushroom growers. Pricing
on mushrooms must increase at this time due to Labor, Transportation, and packaging.

EXTREME ALERT: Onions supplies continue to get tight in the NW as some regions are
done. Markets is still active on all sizes and colors. Reds are the tightest, but all colors are
a demand exceeds supply. This is vastly affecting precut onions as well. Quality is still hit
and miss. Market in the South is helping the NW region to extend their crop a bit. Trucks
are easy to get but the rates are still high due to the fuel prices. CA is expecting to start
end of April. The crop looks very good, and the area has had great growing weather this
season. Should have good sizing.

SUPPLY

Onions Green

GOOD
QUALITY

Supplies continue to be good this week. Market pricing has also improved and should
continue improving. Supplies coming from Mexico continue to be steady the next few
weeks. (F.O.B pricing for this week $9.75 - $10.25)

GOOD

Pears

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY
FAIR

SUPPLY

Peppers Bell

FAIR

QUALITY
GOOD

SUPPLY

Peppers Chili

FAIR
QUALITY
FAIR

Anjou supplies are good and are not expecting to end until June/July. Domestic Bartletts
are done for the season. Imported Bartletts are beginning to arrive with small volume.
Domestic Bosc will also be done in the next 2-3 weeks as import Bosc is expecting to
arrive. Expect higher price on the import fruit since the ocean container freight cost are
much higher this year.

ALERT on GREEN BELL: Prices for Green Bell Peppers are trending up this week. Prices for
Red and Yellow Bell Peppers are trending down. Past weather events have impacted the
current pepper crop for Florida and Mexico. The Florida crop is also challenged with a
pest problem that cutting into yields. Growers are expecting tight supplies for the next 2
to 3 weeks at a minimum.

Prices for Chili Peppers are mixed this week. Supplies of Chili's were impacted by the
hard freeze in Florida a few months ago. Volume is limited keeping the market tight.
Plant City is expected to begin in 2 to 3 weeks. Supplies out of Mexico continue to be
tight. A lot of products are being kept in Mexico for the Lenten season.
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Pineapples

SUPPLY
GOOD
QUALITY

Supplies on Pineapple continue to be good on all sizes, leaning towards more of the
larger size due to great growing condition. Availability on 7ct is limited. Quality and taste
profile are great.

GOOD

Potatoes

SUPPLY

FAIR
QUALITY
GOOD

Squash

This market remains of high concern for the duration of this crop. Potato market has
stabilized on all sizes for now but it’s a mixed profile depending on the region. Price
remains much higher than average with reduced yields. Cold weather and snow are now
playing a part in the northwest along with continued shortage of trucks and freight
concerns. With the shortage on trucks, freights continue to be extremely high.

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

Prices for Yellow and Zucchini Squash are trending down this week. Zucchini is by far the
best value currently. Production so coming out of Florida and Mexico. Georgia is
forecasted to start during the first week of May. California will follow Georgia.

FAIR

Strawberries

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

Prices for Strawberries are trending up this week. California experiences heavy rains last
Sunday and Monday. Growers are making extra efforts to clean up the crop damage. A
lot of fruit was sent to processors due to the fruit not making grade. The weather has
improved so growers are expecting volumes to pick up as we move forward.

POOR

Tomatoes

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

Prices for Tomatoes are trending up this week. The current crop was impacted by the
hard freeze in Florida a few months ago. Volumes are usually lower during the transition
from South Florida to Central Florida at this time of year too. Production out of Mexico is
holding stable. Look for tighter markets during the next 2 to 3 weeks.

GOOD

Watermelons

SUPPLY
FAIR
QUALITY

Supplies on Seedless and minis are tight and will remain tight until after Easter coming
out of Mexico. Florida crop has started with limited volume. Expecting better volume in
May.

GOOD
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U.S. reopens to PEI potatoes
By Richard Smoley | April 6, 2022
Potatoes from Prince Edward Island (PEI) have come back to the United States as of Monday, April 4, following an amended
order from USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) issued on April 1.
“Tomorrow morning a large shipment of PEI Potatoes (11,000 x 5 lb bags) will be sailing out of Halifax to Puerto Rico,” the Prince
Edward Island potato
Potato imports from the Canadian Maritime province had been stopped to prevent
the spread of Synchytrium endobioticum, better known as potato wart, into this
country.
PEI potato imports are still subject to a number of restrictions. Potatoes must not
originate from any fields restricted by the Canadian Food Inspection Service
(CFIA). They must fit the requirements of the U.S. No. 1 grade standard.
They must be free of soil upon inspection at port of entry and must have been
washed with a forced stream of water or some similar cleansing method. Potatoes
must also have traceability from production site to packing and export.
A load of potatoes destined for food banks has also been sent to Puerto Rico, a
leading market for PEI.

Photo courtesy of National Potato Council. Some of PEI’s crop was found
to have potato wart in October, making U.S. markets off-limits to them
since November. But USDA recently allowed imports to begin again.

“With funding from the provincial government, and the help of Island growers, we are sending the shipment as a donation to food
banks in the US territory, as a thank you for their support of PEI Potatoes during the recent export ban. Thank you, Puerto Rico.”
Comments on the PEI potato Facebook page reflected relief, although with some dissatisfaction with the handling of the crisis.
“I know you have to thank [Canadian federal minister of agriculture and agri-food Marie-Claude] Bibeau for PR sake with the Feds,
but she did PEI Potatoes no favours from Day 1 with her comments,” wrote one Alan Petrie on the Facebook page. “Her MP
[members of Parliament] colleagues from PEI were just as useless. Great to see the market open again. But the season is nearly
over and a years markets that took a lot of work to establish are lost! In reality the wart issue masked a trade dispute that the
Minister fell for.”
PEI potato grower Chad Robertson has said that the U.S. National Potato Council is aggressively trying to keep P.E.I. potatoes out.
“They’d love nothing more than to take up our market share if they could in the U.S. by planting more potatoes,” he told Canada’s
CBC News.
“P.E.I. remains an important trading partner and industry members on both sides of the border are hoping that safe trade can
resume as quickly as possible,” replied the National Potato Council’s Kam Quarles in an email to CBC News.
The amendment order came just in time for PEI growers to make planting decisions, but there is one important caveat: “Seed
potatoes for planting are prohibited entry into the United States,” said the APHIS order.
Bibeau had prepared the ground for this announcement, telling PEI growers on March 26 that the seed potato industry won’t reopen
before next year.
“Obviously the conversations with the seed potato growers are more difficult, because the market will not open this year, and
probably not next year as well, because we have to do the full investigation and we have to strengthen the management plan as
well,” said Bibeau.

But Bibeau did not give any specifics about how the management plan would have to change.

For full story: https://www.producebluebook.com/2022/04/06/u-s-reopens-to-pei-potatoes/

If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach out to
dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish version that will be
released on Monday. Have a great week!
Your Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff
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